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Abstract Sorting humps are the main technical means
providing the breaking- and making-up of freight trains.
Automation of sorting process by implementing microprocessor control systems is the main direction of
increasing hump yard capacity, enhancement of safety in
trains breaking-up, improvement of working conditions on
hump yards. However, for wider introduction of such
systems at the humps, it is necessary to reduce their cost.
One of the main tasks of hump control systems is the
determination of the optimal cars exit speeds from the
retarders. Its solution is significantly complicated because
of the uncertainty of cars rolling resistance coefficient,
wind velocity and direction, retarder control errors. The
paper is aimed at solving the problem of searching for such
cars exit speeds from the retarders that provide the longest
time intervals between them at the switches. Implementation of this method will make it possible to improve the
quality of sorting process as a whole by improving the
software of microprocessor control systems for automatic
humping, rather than by increasing their technical facilities,
which as a result will reduce the cost of their construction
and operation. The research results, when solving the
problem of searching for cars exit speeds from the retarders, allow us to move from searching for the maximum of
a nonlinear non-smooth function of two variables to
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solution of an equation with one variable, which significantly accelerates and simplifies the solution to the
problem.
Keywords Railways  Sorting hump  Optimization 
Marshalling yard

1 Introduction
Sorting humps are the main technical means providing the
breaking- and making-up of freight trains. Efficiency of
their operation impacts largely on both the cost price and
the safety of freight traffic on the railways. Automation of
sorting process by implementing microprocessor control
systems is the main direction of increasing hump yard
capacity, enhancing safety in trains breaking-up, and
improving working conditions on hump yards. However,
the high complexity and cost of such systems limits their
use on the railways. Therefore, the search for ways to
improve microprocessor control systems for sorting humps,
aimed at reducing their cost, is a crucial task.
When breaking up the cars of each train should be
directed to the classification track in accordance with their
purpose for the subsequent making-up of new trains. If in
the process of rolling down of cars to different tracks of
classification yard, the time intervals between them are not
long enough for switching of points, some of the cars will
be misrouted. As a result, there is a need to re-hump the
cars, which leads to economic losses associated with
additional operation of shunting locomotives and increase
in the idle time of cars at the yard. In addition, accidental
change of destination track of cars can lead to their overspeed coupling with the cars standing at the track, as a
result, damaging the cars and cargoes. Therefore, providing
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time intervals between the cars necessary to prepare the
routes for their rolling down to the desired destinations is
an important task. Solution of this task will make it possible to reduce the cost of breaking- and making-up of
trains at the yards and improve the safety of the humping
process.
Various expensive automation systems for the sorting
process, such as PROYARD III, Star II, MSR-32, and DDC
III, have been created to improve the control of the process
of breaking and making up the trains at the humps [1–4].
These systems regulate the process of car rolling from the
hump, and for this purpose, determine the necessary exit
speed from each retarder positions. To solve this problem,
a significant number of various sensors are included in the
automation system. They make it possible to specify the
weight of cars, their running resistance, velocity and
direction of wind, and other parameters necessary to control the retarders. Problems in controlling the process of cut
rolling from the hump arise because of the errors in measuring these parameters, as well as because of random
errors in controlling of cars, in the retarders, to the desired
exit speed. We do not mean to lessen the importance of this
approach, but it should be noted that there is an alternative
approach for solving the problem. It is based on the
improvement of the control algorithm of retarder positions
and makes it possible to ensure a reliable separation of cuts
at the switches even in the conditions of uncertainty.
The controlled objects at the humps are rolling single
cars and groups of coupled cars that are called cuts. Contemporary algorithms for controlling the cars rolling speed
at the humps are based on the differential equation of
motion in which the independent variable is the distance:
ds ¼

g0

v dv
;
iðsÞ  wrr  wpr ðs; vÞ  wcr ðs; vÞ  wew ðvÞ  br ðsÞ
ð1Þ

where g0 is the acceleration of gravity with wheels rotational inertia effect (m/s2); s is the distance from top of the
hump to the first axle of the rolling cut (m); v is cut velocity
(m/s); i(s) is variable gradient under the cut of cars (%); wrr
is the rolling resistance coefficient (N/kN); wpr is the point
resistance coefficient (N/kN); wcr is curve resistance
coefficient (N/kN); wew is environment and wind resistance
coefficient (N/kN); and br is retarders resistance coefficient
(N/kN).
The complexity of the task of controlling breaking-up of
train at the humps is connected with the fact that the values
of the parameters wrr, wpr, wcr, and wew necessary for its
solution are not exactly known. Moreover, since the
braking positions realize the prescribed exit speeds for cut
with errors, then the value of br in expression (1) is also not
precisely known.
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There is a considerable amount of scientific papers [5, 6]
aimed at the development of technical means and methods
for determining the coefficients of resistance to motion for
expression (1) during the rolling-down process and
improving the quality of implementation by retarders of the
predetermined speeds of cut exit from the braking positions
[7]. However, solving the problem solely by means of this
approach leads, firstly, to increased cost of the train
breaking-up control systems; secondly, it does not allow to
completely exclude the action of random factors, as the
resistance to car motion varies during the rolling process.
It should be noted that the possibility of an operative
reaction to the deviation of the actual time of car movement from the calculated one exists in the systems using
the semi-continuous car speed control [8]; however, due to
a number of technical constraints, such systems are not
used to regulate time intervals between cars at sloping part
of large humps.
The problem of car speed control at humps was considered by Bessonenko et al. [9]. They proposed to set the
cut exit speed from the first braking position, proceeding
from the conditions of preserving the initial interval
between the cuts at the hump top and ensuring their separation at the second brake position, and the braking mode
at the second position—from the condition of cut separation at the switches. Some other researchers [10, 11] proposed to solve the problem of controlling the car rolling
speed at the humps based on neural network training. The
problem with this approach is that the methods based on
the use of neural networks are heuristic and often lead to
ambiguous solutions; as a result, the behavior of the trained
neural network cannot always be clearly predicted. This
increases the risk of their use in real-time systems related to
traffic safety.
Thus, currently, the task of searching for optimal braking modes of cuts at sorting humps is yet to be performed
and requires further research.
This paper is aimed at solving the problem of searching
for such controlling actions of retarders on rolling cars,
which allow creating the longest time intervals between
them at the switches. This makes it possible to guarantee
the sufficient time for switch operation between rolling cars
when random changes in the braking modes occur.
Implementation of this method will make it possible to
improve the quality of sorting process as a whole by
improving the software of automated control systems for
automatic humping, rather than by increasing their technical facilities, which as a result will reduce the cost of
their construction and operation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
statement of the problem of optimization of time intervals
between rolling cuts in the design group is formulated in
Sect. 2. This section also presents the dependence of
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Master
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Group 1
Group
retarders
Group 2
Tangent
retarders

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the horizontal layout of sorting hump

2 Optimization of time intervals between rolling
cuts in the design group
2.1 Statement of the problem
The research was carried out for a sorting hump equipped
with two positions of clasp retarders at sloping part. The
classification tracks in this research can be equipped with
clasp as well as DOWTY retarders. This type of humps is
the most prevalent at the marshalling yards. A schematic
view of the horizontal layout of such sorting hump is given
in Fig. 1.
For such conditions, the set of required exit speeds of
the ith cut from the brake positions at the hump slope can
be presented by the vector vi ¼ fvMRP;i ; vGRP;i g, where
vMRP;i ; vGRP;i are required exit speeds for master retarder
(MRP) and group retarder (GRP). In this regard, the vector
vi ¼ fvMRP;i ; vGRP;i g will be referred to as braking modes of
the cut. Braking modes of the cut vi are restricted. These
restrictions are applied by the design parameters of the
hump, retarding mechanisms capacity of retarder positions,
the requirements of the target regulation of cut speed on
tangent retarder position (TRP), and the permissible speed
of their entry to the car retarder and others. The set of
permissible braking modes can be represented as a closed
domain Xd . An example of such domain is shown in Fig. 2,
and the principles of its construction are given in [12].
The domain of permissible braking modes in Fig. 2 has
the following restrictions: 1—on the highest possible speed
of the cut entry to GRP; 2—on the minimum speed of cut
entry to the TRP; 3—on TRP capacity; 4—on the speed of
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Required exit speed for master retarder vGRP (m/s)

intervals at separating elements on the braking mode of
middle cut. The developed algorithm for optimization of
the intervals between rolling cars on the sorting humps is
given in Sect. 3. Finally, the conclusion is presented in
Sect. 4.
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Fig. 2 Domain of permissible braking modes of cut

cut entry to the GRP; 5—on MRP capacity; 6—on GRP
capacity. The intersection points of the restrictions correspond to the vertices of the domain Xd : F, S, Sf1 , Sf2 , Fs1 ,
and F s2 .
It is evident that the braking mode of the ith cut influences the intervals dt with the preceding and subsequent
cuts. The conducted research [13] showed that the problem
of selecting the braking mode for all cuts of cars in the train
can be solved on the basis of multiple local optimizations
of braking modes in design groups of three adjacent cuts of
this train. It is necessary to analyze the influence of braking
mode of the ith cut vi on the intervals dti1 and dti at
certain fixed braking modes vi1 and viþ1 of the adjacent
cuts. The value of these intervals is determined as
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dti1 ðvi Þ ¼ t0;i1 þ ti ðvi ; ri1 Þ  si1 ðvi1 ; ri1 Þ;

ð2Þ

dti ðvi Þ ¼ t0;i þ tiþ1 ðviþ1 ; ri Þ  si ðvi ; ri Þ;

ð3Þ

where t0;i1 and t0;i are the initial intervals at the crest of
hump between the (i - 1)th and ith cuts and the ith and
(i ? 1)th cuts, respectively; tðv; rÞ is the cut rolling time
from the moment of separation until the moment of occupation of the insulated section (IS) of separating point r at
the installed braking mode v; and sðv; rÞ is the cut rolling
time from the moment of separation until the moment of IS
release of separating point r.
It should be noted that, for a design group of three cuts
with the controlled middle cut, the values s1 and t3 are
constant, as the braking modes of the first and third cuts of
the group do not vary; the initial intervals t0 are also
constant since the breaking-up speed in the framework of
this task is taken as a constant.
The main method of hump processes research is currently the method of mathematical simulation of cuts
rolling, for the implementation of which the motion differential equations of cuts of different forms are used. The
principles of modeling are presented in Refs. [14, 15]. In
this paper, the computer simulation of cuts rolling from
hump is conducted to evaluate the speed and time of their
rolling. The principles of the model construction are presented in [16].
Taking into account the fact that the resistance coefficients of cars and the actual speeds of cuts exit of retarder
positions are random variables, then the values of cuts
movement time along the route tðv; rÞ, denoted by sðv; rÞ,
as well as the intervals dt in expressions (2) and (3) may
differ from the calculated ones.
Under these circumstances, it is advisable to carry out
the choice of optimal braking modes of cuts using the Wald
criterion [17]. Using this criterion for determining the best
braking mode for the middle cut in the design group of
three cuts provides a maximum increase in the smaller of
the two intervals in the group:
minfdt1 ðv2 Þ; dt2 ðv2 Þg ! max:

Figure 3 shows a graphic interpretation of the task of
searching for the optimal braking mode of the middle cut in
a design group. At this, each braking mode can be associated with the point in space, the abscissa vMRP;i and
ordinate vGRP;i , which present the cut exit speeds from the
master and group retarder positions, respectively, and the
applicate is the interval dt with adjacent cut at the separating element. Scalar fields of the specified points


vMRP;2 ; vGRP;2 ; dt1 and vMRP;2 ; vGRP;2 ; dt2 form two surfaces in the space, H1 and H2 , respectively.
In general, the problem of determining the optimal
braking mode at three-position sorting hump represents the
task of searching for a maximum of nonlinear, non-smooth
function of two variables formed by combining the surfaces H1 and H2 . Determination of the maximum of this
function can be performed by classical methods of direct
search; however, their use is associated with significant
time expenditures. In this regard, to solve the real-time
problems, it is necessary to accelerate the search for an
optimal solution, which can be achieved by studying the
properties of expressions (2) and (3).
Further studies are based on the joint analysis of the
domain of permissible braking modes Xd and projection of
the line Wðv2 Þ, which is formed by crossing of the fields of
points H1 and H2 onto the plane vMRP;2 OvGRP;2 . Taking
Θ1
δt (s)
Θ2

W(v2)

ð4Þ

In this case, the possible time reserves at separating
elements minfdt1 ðv2 Þ; dt2 ðv2 Þg  tmin are used to ensure
the cuts separation when the actual time of their rolling
along the route is different from the calculated one (here,
tmin is the minimum permissible value of the interval
between the cuts, at which the point can be switched).
It should be noted there are possibly some cases of the
particular location of separating points and retarder positions when one or both retarder positions do not influence
the value of one or both separating intervals. The solution
of the task of searching for optimal braking mode in such
cases is trivial, and it is not considered in this paper.
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2.2 Dependence of intervals at separating elements
on the braking mode of middle cut

vGRP,2 (m/s)

O

Ωd

U=vGRP,2 (vGRP,2)
vMRP,2 (m/s)
Fig. 3 Graphical interpretation of the task of searching for the
optimal braking mode of middle cut in design group of three cuts
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Fig. 4 Lines of equal intervals U1 and U2 in the domain of
permissible braking modes Xd

into account that dt1 ¼ dt2 on the line Wðv2 Þ, then projection of the line W onto plane vMRP;2 OvGRP;2 will be
called ‘‘line of equal intervals.’’ An example of such projections is presented in Fig. 4. In this example, the line U1
corresponds to the case when separation of cuts in the first
pair takes place at the point r1 ¼ 3, and in the second one
at the point r2 ¼ 5; the line U2 corresponds to the case
when the cuts separation in the first pair takes place at the
point r1 ¼ 5, and in the second one at the point r2 ¼ 3. In
this case, the line U1 intersects the boundary of the domain
Xd at the points O1 and O2 , and the line U2 at the points O3
and O4 .
Let us firstly consider the cases when surfaces H1 and
H2 are not crossed within the domain Xd . If for all modes
v2 2 Xd , the inequality dt1 ðv2 Þ\dt2 ðv2 Þ is valid, then
expression (4) takes the form dt1 ðv2 Þ ! max, and taking
into account expression (2), we get t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ ! max. In
this case, the optimal value of expression (4) provides a
braking mode in which the controlled cut has the maximal
rolling time from hump crest to the IS of the first separating
point. The vertex S of the domain Xd (see Fig. 4), in which
the cut exit speeds from the master and group retarder
positions are minimal (slow mode of rolling down), corresponds to such a mode.
If for all modes v2 2 Xd , the inequality dt1 ðv2 Þ [ dt2 ðv2 Þ
is valid, then expression (4) takes the form dt2 ðv2 Þ ! max,
and taking into account expression (3), we get
s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ ! min. In this case, the optimal value of
expression (4) provides a braking mode in which the
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controlled cut has the minimal rolling time from hump
crest to the IS of the first separating point. The vertex F of
the domain Xd (see Fig. 4), in which the exit speeds from
the master and group retarder positions are maximal (fast
mode of rolling down), corresponds to such mode.
Next, let us consider the case when the surfaces H1 and
H2 are crossed within the domain Xd . Taking into account
that increase of braking of the middle cut leads to increase
of the interval dt1 and, thus, to reduction of dt2 , then
condition (4) is equivalent to the condition:
dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼ dt2 ðv2 Þ ¼ dtðv2 Þ ! max:

ð5Þ

For this reason, if the surfaces H1 and H2 are crossed
within Xd , the maximum value of the criterion (4) will
always be at the line W ¼ H1 [ H2 of intersection of the
surfaces H1 and H2 . At this, the optimal braking mode v2
will be located on the line of equal intervals U.
Based on expressions (2), (3), and (5), the value of
separating intervals that correspond to braking modes of
the line U can be determined using the expression
dt1 þ dt2
2
t0;1 þ t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ  s1 ðr1 Þ þ t0;2 þ t3 ðr2 Þ  s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ
:
¼
2

dt ¼

Let us designate
A¼

t0;1  s1 ðr1 Þ þ t0;2 þ t3 ðr2 Þ
;
2

then,
dt ¼ A þ

t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ  s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ
:
2

Considering the fact that at the fixed braking modes of
the first and third cuts, the value of the summand A is
constant, then the value of separating intervals dt will
depend only on the diminution t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ  s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ. It is
defined both by mutual arrangement of the points r1 and r2
on the hump plan and by braking mode v2 of the middle cut
at MRP and GRP; wherein condition (4) can be written as
t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ  s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ ! max

ð6Þ

under the constraint that provides equality of intervals
Bðv2 Þ ¼ Bðv1 ; v3 Þ;

ð7Þ

where
Bðv2 Þ ¼ t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ þ s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ;

ð8Þ

Bðv1 ; v3 Þ ¼ t0;2  t0;1 þ s1 ðr1 ; v1 Þ þ t3 ðr2 ; v3 Þ:

ð9Þ

Graphically, expressions (6) and (7) are illustrated in
Fig. 5. The value of separating intervals is determined by
the difference of vectors of CD and EF; to ensure their
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Fig. 5 Equality conditions of separating intervals at the point switches: a r1 \r2 ; b r1 [ r2

equality, the ordinate of the middle of the vector EF must
coincide with the ordinate of the middle of the vector CD.
Let us investigate the nature of change in the value of
separating intervals dt1 ¼ dt2 along the line U and introduce the concept of area of cuts separation in design group.
This area is located between the points of middle cut entry
to the separating point r1 and its exit from the separating
point r2 . The length of this area can be defined as
lss ¼ jsen ðr1 Þ  sex ðr2 Þj;
where sen and sex are the coordinates of the entry and exit
from the IS of the separating points, respectively.
Considering that the time tðsÞ increases monotonically
with an increase in rolling distance s, the sign and value of
the mentioned diminution will depend on the correlation of
coordinates of the point of middle cut entry sen ðr1 Þ to IS of
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the first point r1 and the exit point of this cut from IS of the
second point r2 .
The coordinate sen ðr1 Þ is determined by the distance
from the top of a hump to the beginning of IS of the point
r1 and is a constant. Moreover, the coordinate sex ðr2 Þ
depends on the base length of the middle cut b2 and it is
also a constant:
sex ðr2 Þ ¼ sen ðr2 Þ þ lis2 þ b2 ;

ð10Þ

where lis2 is the length of insulated section of the point r2 .
Let
us
designate
t2 ðr1 Þ ¼ tðsen ðr1 ÞÞ
and
s2 ðr2 Þ ¼ tðsex ðr2 ÞÞ. In this case, if sen ðr1 Þ\sex ðr2 Þ, then
t2 ðr1 Þ\s2 ðr2 Þ; on the contrary, if sen ðr1 Þ [ sex ðr2 Þ, then
t2 ðr1 Þ [ s2 ðr2 Þ. Consider the various options for the
mutual arrangement of separating points of the first and
second pairs of cuts.
Assume that
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Fig. 6 Control scheme of separating intervals at the point switches with sen ðr1 Þ\sex ðr2 Þ

sen ðr1 Þ\sex ðr2 Þ;

ð11Þ

is fulfilled (see Fig. 5a). In this case, as shown above, the
diminution Dtss is negative:
Dtss ¼ t2 ðr1 Þ  s2 ðr2 Þ\0:

ð12Þ

Consequently, to simultaneously increase the intervals
dt1 and dt2 and to keep their equality dt1 ¼ dt2 , we should
choose a braking modes v2 of the middle cut such that the
value of diminution jDtss j, which can be regarded as the
time of occupation of separating section by the middle cut
of the group, would be minimal. The value jDtss j is
inversely proportional to the average speed of cut vss at the
section of separation of cuts 1–2 and 2–3 ½sen ðr1 Þ; sex ðr2 Þ:
jDtss j ¼

jsen ðr1 Þ  sex ðr2 Þj
:
vss

ð13Þ

The control scheme of separating intervals at the point
switches with sen ðr1 Þ\sex ðr2 Þ is shown in Fig. 6. This
figure presents the following dependencies:
t1 ¼ g1 ðsÞ and t3 ¼ g3 ðsÞ—dependencies of the rolling
time for the first and third cuts from the coordinate of the
first axis of the cut s relative to the top of the hump,
respectively;
t2 ¼ g2 ðsÞ and v2 ¼ f2 ðsÞ—dependencies of the time and
speed of rolling of the second cut from the coordinate s at
some initial braking mode, respectively;
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t2 ¼ g2 ðsÞ and v2 ¼ f2 ðsÞ—dependencies of the time
and speed of rolling of the second cut from the coordinate
s under the changed braking mode, respectively.
The dependencies g1 ðsÞ, g2 ðsÞ, g2 ðsÞ, g3 ðsÞ, f2 ðsÞ, and

f2 ðsÞ are obtained as a result of the simulation of the
controlled rolling of the cuts from the sorting hump.
To increase the intervals dt1 and dt2 , while maintaining
their equality, the average speed of cut should be increased
at the section ½sen ðr1 Þ; sex ðr2 Þ and thereby the diminution

. At the same
jDtss j should be reduced to the value Dtss
time, it is necessary to reduce the speed of cut at the initial
section of rolling down from the top of the hump to the
point sen ðr1 Þ to increase the time t2 ðr1 Þ. The timeline of
cut rolling down at this mode is shown in Fig. 6 by the
dotted line.
Such mode of motion can be achieved at the corresponding speed reduction of the cut exit from MRP with a
simultaneous increase in the exit speed from GRP. As a
result, the optimal braking mode which provides maximal
intervals at the separating points will be located at the
intersection of a line of equal intervals with the boundary
section of the domain of permissible braking modes with
its round from the point F to the point S in a counterclockwise direction. As an example, the line U1 (see Fig. 4)
can
be
considered.
At
sen ðr1 Þ = 176.27 m,
sen ðr2 Þ = 248.49 m, lis = 11.38 m, and b2 = 10.5 m,
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Fig. 7 Control scheme of separating intervals at the point switches with sen ðr1 Þ [ sex ðr2 Þ

condition (11) is fulfilled and the optimal braking mode
corresponds to the point O1 = {4.69; 5.33} of the intersection of the line U1 with the segment Sf1Sf2.
Another option of cuts separation occurs in the case
sen ðr1 Þ [ sex ðr2 Þ;

ð14Þ

wherein
Dtss ¼ t2 ðr1 Þ  s2 ðr2 Þ [ 0:

ð15Þ

Consequently, in accordance with (6), to simultaneously
increase the intervals dt1 and dt2 and to keep their equality
dt1 ¼ dt2 , one should select a braking mode v2 of the
middle cut such that the absolute value of the diminution
Dtss in (15) would be maximal. Obviously, in accordance
with (13), the value Dtss will increase with a decrease in the
average speed of cut at the section ½sex ðr2 Þ; sen ðr1 Þ (see
Fig. 7).
At this, to increase both intervals dt1 and dt2 and at the
same time to maintain their equality, it is necessary to
reduce the movement time of cut at the initial section
s2 ðr2 Þ with the simultaneous increase of Dtss . Thus, upon
the condition sen ðr1 Þ [ sex ðr2 Þ, one should increase the cut
exit speeds from MRP while decreasing the cut exit speeds
from GRP. As a result, the optimal braking mode which
provides maximal intervals at the separating points will be
located at the point of intersection of equal interval lines
with the boundary section of the domain of permissible
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braking modes with its round from the point F to the point
S in a clockwise direction. At the same location of point
switches 3 and 5 as in the first case and the same base of
the middle cut, condition (15) is fulfilled and the optimal
braking mode corresponds to the point O4 = {6.90; 3.54}
of intersection of the line U2 with the segment FFs1.
The limiting case takes place when sen ðr1 Þ ¼ sex ðr2 Þ. In
this case, all the modes of the line U provide an equal value
of the intervals at the separating points.
Our study shows that the specialization of retarder
positions on the sloping part of hump to perform the
interval and the interval target regulation of cuts rolling
speed is inappropriate. Rational distribution of the value of
extinguished energy of cut between retarder positions
depends on the location of the separating points along the
route of rolling down and on the cut base length. At this,
both MRP and GRP are involved in providing the necessary separating intervals and permissible speed of cut entry
to the park retarder position.
As it follows from (2) and (3), the value of separating
intervals is influenced not only by breaking modes of the
middle cut but also by braking modes of the adjacent cuts.
An important special case is the change of braking modes
of the first and last cuts, at which the position of the line
U and hence the optimal braking mode of the middle cut
remain unchanged.
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Required exit speed for master retarder vGRP (m/s)

6

O1

F1* S
f2


dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼ t0;1 þ t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ  s1 v1 ; r1 ;

dt2 ðv2 Þ ¼ t0;2 þ t3 v3 ; r2  s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ:

F

S1*

5
Sf 1

F2*

U2

O4

Ωd

These expressions allow suggesting that if dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼
dt2 ðv2 Þ and D1 ¼ D2 , then dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼ dt2 ðv2 Þ. Therefore, at
D1 ¼ D2 , the position of the U line in the domain of
permissible braking modes is unchanged. We take into
account the fact that the direction of the interval value
increases along the line U and depends only on the position
of separating points, and the length of the middle cut based
on the position of optimal braking mode remains
unchanged too. Thus, if it is known that braking mode v2
is the optimal one, the breaking modes change of the first
and last cuts in such a way that D1 ¼ D2 and the optimal
braking mode will remain at the same point v2 .
Let some of the braking modes of the cuts from the
design group v1 , v2 , and v3 provide equal separating
intervals in the first and second pairs. When maintaining
the braking mode of v2 and changing the braking mode of
the first cut v1 to the mode v1 so that

s1 v1 ; r1 ¼ s1 ðv1 ; r1 Þ þ D1 , the intervals’ equality in the
first and second pairs will be kept only when with the
changed braking mode of the third cut v3 , the condition

t3 v3 ; r2 ¼ t3 ðv3 ; r2 Þ þ D2 will be fulfilled. Taking into
account the fact that when changing the braking modes of
the first and third cuts which cause similar changes in the
values s1 ðv1 ; r1 Þ and t3 ðv3 ; r2 Þ, the position of U line is not
changed, it can be argued that only one line of equal
intervals corresponds to each braking mode v2 . As a

Fs2

1

3

4

5

7

6

ð20Þ

¼ t0;2 þ t3 ðv3 ; r2 Þ þ D2  s2 ðv2 ; r2 Þ;

dt2 ðv2 Þ ¼ dt2 ðv2 Þ þ D2 :

2

2

ð19Þ

dt2 ðv2 Þ

dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼ dt1 ðv2 Þ þ D1 ;

Fs1

S

dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼ t0;1 þ t2 ðv2 ; r1 Þ  s1 ðv1 ; r1 Þ þ D1 ;

or

S2*

3

0

ð18Þ

Substituting expression (16) into (17) and (18), we
obtain

U1

4

ð17Þ

Required exit speed for group retarder vMRP (m/s)
Fig. 8 Search for optimal modes in the domain of permissible
braking modes

To investigate the influence of braking modes of the first
and last cuts from the design group, expressions (2) and (3)
will be considered. Let the braking mode of the first cut v1
be changed to some mode v1 , and the braking mode of the
third cut v3 to some mode v3 . The change in regimes causes
a change in the movement time of the first cut s1 beyond
separating point r1 for the value D1 and of the third cut t3
before the separating point for the value D2 , respectively:

s1 v1 ; r1 ¼
 s1 ðv1 ; r1 Þ þ D1 ;
ð16Þ
t3 v3 ; r2 ¼ t3 ðv3 ; r2 Þ þ D2 :
Then, in accordance with (2) and (3), the intervals at
separating points will be equal:

Table 1 Example of searching for the optimal braking mode in the group of three cuts with dividing points 3 and 5 in the first and second pairs
Step

Beginning point
Name of point

Ending point
B(v2)

Mode
vMRP;2

vGRP;2

Intervals

Name of point

dt1

dt2

Mode

B(v2)

vMRP;2

vGRP;2

Intervals
dt1

dt2

1

F1

5.09

5.54

91.76

4.33

6.92

S1

4.48

5.19

96.57

6.12

4.23

2

Sf2

4.95

5.54

92.48

4.68

6.89

S1

4.48

5.19

96.57

6.12

4.23

3
4
..
.

Sf2
–
..
.

4.95
4.77
..
.

5.54
5.41
..
.

92.48
93.32
..
.

4.68
4.55
..
.

6.89
5.92
..
.

–
–
..
.

4.66
4.66
..
.

5.32
5.32
..
.

94.93
94.93
..
.

5.54
5.54
..
.

5.29
5.29
..
.

12

O1

4.69

5.33

94.69

5.45

5.45

O1

4.69

5.33

94.69

5.45

5.45
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numerical characteristic of the equal interval line corresponding to the mode v2 , the value of the parameter Bðv2 Þ
can be used. It is determined in accordance with expression
(8). To analyze the correlation of the interval value in the
first and second pairs of cuts when using the braking mode
v2 , after fixing the braking modes of the first and last cuts
from group, it is sufficient to determine the value of the
parameter Bðv1 ; v3 Þ in accordance with expression (9) and
compare it with the value of the parameter Bðv2 Þ. If condition (7) is fulfilled, the intervals of both pairs are equal.
If the inequality
Bðv2 Þ\Bðv1 ; v3 Þ

ð21Þ

takes place, the interval in the second pair of cuts is longer
than that in the first pair, and the mode that will provide
equal intervals is in the direction S from this one. If the
inequality
Bð v 2 Þ [ Bð v 1 ; v 3 Þ

ð22Þ

takes place, the interval in the second pair of cuts is shorter
than that in the first pair, and the mode that will provide
equal intervals is in the direction F from the given one.
Expressions (21) and (22) allow us to formulate the
conditions to check the positions of equal interval line with
respect to two arbitrary braking modes M and N in the
following way (let BM \BN ):
•

If the condition

BM \Bðv1 ; v3 Þ\BN

ð23Þ

is fulfilled, the line of equal interval lies between the points
corresponding to the modes M and N.
• If Bðv1 ; v3 Þ [ BM and Bðv1 ; v3 Þ [ BN , the line of equal
intervals is shifted from the point corresponding to the
mode N in the direction coinciding with the direction of
the vertex F to the vertex S.
• If Bðv1 ; v3 Þ\BM and Bðv1 ; v3 Þ\BN , the line of equal
intervals is shifted from the point corresponding to the
mode M, in the direction coinciding with the direction
of the vertex S to the vertex F.
It should be noted that braking modes of the first and last
cuts of the calculated combination are also limited. The
minimum possible value of the parameter Bðv1 ; v3 Þ corresponds to the conditions when rolling down of the first and
third cuts is performed in fast mode, and the maximum one
when rolling down of these cuts is performed in slow
mode. In these circumstances taking into account characteristic (7), optimal braking modes can only be in the
section of border, for which the following condition is
fulfilled:
BF  Bðv2 Þ  BS ;
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ð24Þ

where BF ¼ maxðBF ; Bmin ðv1 ; v3 ÞÞ; BS ¼ minðBS ; Bmax
ðv1 ; v3 ÞÞ; Bmin ðv1 ; v3 Þ and Bmax ðv1 ; v3 Þ are the minimal and
maximal value of the parameter Bðv1 ; v3 Þ for the first and
last cuts, respectively.

3 Algorithm for optimization of time intervals
between rolling cars on the sorting humps
The performed studies make it possible to use the following algorithm for searching the optimal braking mode of
the middle cut of cars in the design group.
At the preliminary stage, one should build the domain of
the permissible braking modes Xd . For the nodal points of
this domain, the parameters Bðv2 Þ should be set. Based on
the analysis of the coordinates sen ðr1 Þ and sex ðr2 Þ, it is
necessary to find the section of the boundary at which the
optimal braking mode of (SF or FS) is located and to
identify the points BF and BS corresponding to the maximum possible braking modes of the first and last cuts from
the design group. Further search is carried out in the following order:
1.

After fixing the braking modes of the first and third
cuts from design group, the value Bðv1 ; v3 Þ should be
set.
2. If Bðv1 ; v3 Þ  BF , the optimal mode is the fast mode of
rolling F. End of search.
3. If Bðv1 ; v3 Þ  BS , the optimal mode is the slow mode of
rolling S. End of search.
4. On the selected section of the boundary, one should
find the segment MN for the vertices of which
expression (23) is valid.
5. The optimal mode is determined at the segment MN by
searching for the root of the equation
BðqÞ ¼ Bðv1 ; v3 Þ;
where q is the linear parameter defining the position of the
mode v2 at the segment MN.
For the example shown in Fig. 8, if separating points in
the first and second pairs will be, respectively, the points 3
and 5, the optimal braking modes will be located at the
border section of the domain of permissible modes F1 S1
where the parameter Bðv2 Þ is being changed in the range
from 91.76 to 96.57.
Let the rolling-down conditions of the design group cuts
be t0;1 ¼ 6:57, t0;2 ¼ 9:81, s1 ð3; v1 Þ ¼ 39:43, and
t3 ð5; v3 Þ ¼ 52:02; then, Bðv2 Þ ¼ 94:69. An example of
searching for the optimal braking mode at this section can
be found in Table 1. Search for the optimal solution at the
section Sf 2 S1 was performed using the method of ‘‘golden
section’’ [18].
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According to Table 1, the maximum time intervals
dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼ dt2 ðv2 Þ ¼ 5:45 s between cuts can be achieved
when vMRP;2 ¼ 4:69 m/s and vGRP;2 ¼ 5:33 m/s.
Similarly, at the section F2 S2 , we found the optimal
braking mode in the group with separating points 5 and 3,
which is at the point O4 (see Fig. 8) where vMRP;2 ¼ 6:90
m/s, vGRP;2 ¼ 3:54 m/s, and dt1 ðv2 Þ ¼ dt2 ðv2 Þ ¼ 6:87 s.

4 Conclusions
The investigations performed make it possible to draw the
following conclusions:
1.

2.

3.

The braking mode of the middle cut in the design
group of three cuts ensuring maximum of the shortest
of the intervals on the separating elements in the first
and second pairs is always at the boundary of
permissible braking mode domain.
Specialization of retarder positions of the sloping part
of the hump is inappropriate to perform the interval
and target regulation of the rolling speed of cuts.
Rational distribution of the value of extinguished
energy of cut between the retarder positions depends
on the location of the separating points along the route
of rolling and the base length of the controlled cut. To
provide maximal intervals on the separating elements,
the retarder positions MRP and GRP should be
consistently involved in providing both the necessary
separating intervals and the permissible speed of the
cut’s entry to the park retarder position.
As a result of the research, a methodology of searching
the braking mode of the middle cut of a design group
of three cuts was developed. The methodology makes
it possible to move from solving the problem of search
for the maximum of nonlinear, non-smooth function of
two variables to the solution of the equation with one
variable, which significantly accelerates and simplifies
the solution of the problem.
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